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I  DESERVED to be  shot  down  in  flames  for not having read  Dr. Hicks’s  book
False, Fleeting, Petjur'd Clarence  before  replying to his  article  in the  March
1981  Ricardian, though my excuse must  be  that  there  is  remarkably little  time
between  the receipt of one  Ricardian  and the  deadline  for  copy for the  next  one,
and I  much  regretted  that  those  more  competent  and  better  qualified than myself
were  not at the  time free  to  reply to the  article. Also  it  does  seem  to me  that  if the
author  of an article cannot  make  his points clearly enough for it to stand on its
own, there  is little  purpose  in writing it, since  it  cannot  be  assumed that  all Dr.
Hicks’s  readers  were  familiar with the longer  work.  However 1  have  now
studied  it.

The  controversy seems  to  centre  on two main points: Richard’s  quarrels
with  Clarence  over  the  Warwick  inheritance, and his attitude to Clarence’s  death.
Kendall’s  biography of  Richard  may be  sadly outdated, but  I  had  assumed  that
Dr. Hicks was  acquainted  with it,1 and  I fail  to understand why he should be
surprised  at my quoting with  approval  Kendall’s opinion that for  Richard  to
place Anne  Neville in  sanctuary showed ‘a delicate and honourable consideration
for her feelings’. Whether or not his prime motive was in seeking her inheritance,
this does not  affect  his  action  in taking her to sanctuary, rather  than allowing her
to continue in the degrading conditions in which  Clarence  had  concealed  her
from  him.  I  am a  Ricardian  and  therefore  approve  of  statements  sympathetic to
Richard. He may have  expected no  more  than the  Neville lands  which  were  in
the King’s gift, but when  Edward  granted Clarence the whole of the Countess of
Warwick’s  Beauchamp and  Despencer  lands in right of his wife, Richard, as Dr.
Hicks  admits  in his book2 inevitably felt jealous, and  indeed  no  doubt  looked
upon  himself  rather  in the light of the Prodigal’s righteous  brother.

An interesting point  emerges  in connection with the act of parliament setting
out the division of the Warwick  estates between  the  brothers.  In his  book  (p.l 14)
Dr.  Hicks  says that  the  refusal  of  a  dispensation  for the marriage of  Anne  Neville
with  Richard was  predictable, and that in 1474 it was  agreed  that,  should  the
marriage be  declared  void, Gloucester would keep Anne’s  estates. What  in fact
the act said, as  I  quoted in my article, was  ‘that  yf the  seid Richard  Duke  of
Gloucester  and Anne bee hereafter  devorced,  and  afler  the  same  be  lawfully
maried  [my italics]  that  yet this  present Acte be to theym as good and vaillablc
as yf no such  devorce  had been had but as yf the  same  Anne  had contynued
wyfe to the  seid  Duke of Gloucester’ and goes on to say that  in the  event  of a
divorce  when the Duke  cannot  re-marry Anne, he  could  retain  the  estates
provided he did not marry anyone  else.’ If Dr. Hicks is right and a dispensation
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for the  marriage would  have  been  refused, it would hardly have  suited  Richard to
be unable to  marry anyone  else even  if he  kept  the Warwick  estates. It  therefore
seems  likely that  he did not risk  refusal  and  never  applied for  a  dispensation  at
all.  It is certainly ironic that he came to the  throne  on the basis of the irregularity
of his  brother’s marriage when his own was  equally irregular, though as I said in
my previous  article, there  must  have been  other  marriages entered  into without
dispensation.  What seems to be  clear  is that Richard did want Anne as much as
her  inheritance.  Indeed  Edward  might  have  saved  himself much  trouble  if he
could  have  brought pressure  to  bear  on Richard to  seek some other  heiress.

I  do not ask to  have  Richard completely exonerated:  as  I  said  before, the
violent  quarrel  between  the  brothers  was an unedifying spectacle. It is  interesting
however  that  at one point in his  book  Dr. Hicks  refers  to Edward having
‘authorised the release of the  Countess  of  Warwick  [from sanctuary] and let her
take  refuge  with Gloucester’, while  two  pages  further on he  states  that
‘Gloucester  was  allowed  to  seize  the  Countess  of Warwick’.‘ At any rate  it
appears  that  this  much wronged lady preferred  to  make  her  home  m  the north
with the  Gloucesters rather  than  with her elder  daughter  and  Clarence  who held
most  of her  property.

About Stillington too Dr. Hicks is guilty of  a  slight inconsistency, as he says
on page 163 of his  book that  Stillington was  ‘arrested  during the 1478
parliament’ and on  page  164  that  the  bishop was  arrested  after parliament’s
dissolution.  From  what he  says  it  seems  less  likely that  Stillington’s revelation of
the  pre-contract story to  Clarence  was the real  reason  for the latter’s
condemnation, for in  a  packed  parliament drawn  from  the Woodville affinity it
would have  been  difficult to  prevent  the secret  from  leaking out.  However it is
intriguing to  speculate on what  happened  between June  1477, when  Clarence  was
arrested, and  November  when it was decided to try him, and  what  additional
persuasions  the Queen brought to  bear  to force  Edward  to  this  decision. Was
Clarence’ s  allegation of Edward’s  bastardy really enough?

Dr. Hicks considers  that  Mancini and  More were  ‘quoting Richard himself”
in saying that  he regretted Clarence’ 5  death, and  that  by midsummer  1483 ‘he
had  every reason  to exaggerate the length of his rift with the  Wydevilles’.  Apart
from  the unlikelihood of Mancini having direct  access  to Richard or of
Clarence’s death being a  main topic  of  conversation  in the summer of 1483, Dr.
Hicks  should  read these  sources  more carefully.  Mancini  writes  that  Richard
‘avoided the jealousy of the  queen, from  whom he  lived  far  separated’ during
Edward’s lifetime,6 while  More  states that  after Edward’s  death  ‘the Duke  of
Gloucester”  .wrote  unto the King so reverently and to the Queen’s friends  there
so lovingly. .’ .7 Besides, More says nothing about Richard regretting Clarence’ 5
death; only that be  resisted  it openly, ‘howbeit  somewhat  (as men  deemed) more
faintly than he that  were  heartily minded  to his welfare." In  fact  he  goes  on
predictably to say that Richard was  probably glad of  Clarence’ 5 death  because  it
brought him that  much  nearer the throne  himself. Contrary to Dr. Hicks’s
statement  therefore,” it  appears  that Richard did say a  word  to  save  Clarence,
and Dr. Hicks  does  not  answer  my point that whatever advantages  Richard
gained from his  brother’s  death  (and  they do not sound  very significant, except
perhaps the  office  of Great Chamberlain), he did not  need  Woodville influence to
gain them, and therefore was in no  sense  bought. And incidentally it was unlikely
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to  have  been Woodville influence which  supplied  Sir  James  Tyrell with his
Cornish seat in the 1478 parliament: his  wife  was an  Arundell  from  Lanherne,
and he had  been  a  commissioner  in  1475—6.”

I do not  know  if Dr. Hicks  means  by his  reference  to  a  letter  from Richard
to the  Earl  of  Desmond  the  same reference  as that which  Kendall  gives; but in
the  latter  case  Richard is giving his  councillor  the Bishop of  Enachden
instructions  for  conferring with the  Earl  of  Desmond:

‘also  he shall show that albeit the  father  of the  said earl  . .  .  was extorciously  slain
and  murdered .  . .  by certain  persons then  having the governance and rule  there  Iin
Ireland, i.e. the  Earl  of  Worcester]...;  yet notwithstanding  that  the  semblable
chance was and happened sithen, within this  realm  of England, as well of his
brogher the  Duke  of Clarence, as  other  his nigh  kinsmen  and great  friends  . .  .’"

This is not  expressing regret, but as it was the  Queen  who had  prompted
Worcester  to  murder  Desmond’s  father, Richard was laying the  blame  for
Clarence’s  death, as  apparently everyone else  did,  at the  door  of the  Woodvilles.
As I  wrote  in my previous  article, Richard’s  outburst  about Clarence quoted  by
Mancini'2 was  probably occasioned not so much by grief for  Clarence’s death  as
for the way in which it was brought about: one can dislike a  relative,  and  even
envy him his  estates, without wishing to see him hanged—or  drowned  in
malmsey.  Dr. Hicks  betrays  his bias in the  sentence  ‘Is it  better  to  murder your
brother  in  cold blood  or to take  your  thirty pieces  of silver?’'3

He claims  that  his  book  adds considerably to our  knowledge  of Richard’s
early life.  In fact I found nothing in it which was not well known  already except
for the detailed  land transactions.  He  also repeats” that  Clarence  was  ‘less
frequently false  and  perjured  and much  more  consistent  than  is generally
supposed’.  He has  made  a  case for  Clarence  having been  more  consistent—one
can really sympathise with his  resentment at  Edward’s  increasingly provocative
treatment—but  I fail to  understand  what  is  meant  by his being less frequently
false and  perjured. Surely no one thinks he was  more  frequently false  than  he was
to  Edward  when he  deserted  him for Warwick, and to Warwick when he  deserted
him for  Edward?  The  later  allegations of  treason, even  if they could  have  been
proved, were  anyway abortive, and did not involve  perjury.  And Dr. Hicks fails
to  answer  my point  that  if  Clarence  had lived and  been  made  protector  of
Edward  V, he  would have  been  certain to  make  use of  Bishop Stillington’s
revelation of the  pre-contract, if not to get the  crown  for himself (since
apparently he was too  unpopular  to  have  had any chance  of it), then at least to
prevent the offspring of the hated Woodville  marriage wearing it. To  quote
Mancini again: ‘Thus she [the  Queen] concluded  that her offspring by the King
would  never  come  to the  throne  unless  the  Duke  of  Clarence  were removed; and
of this she  easily persuaded  the King?”
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RICHARD  AND  CLARENCE
M. A.  HICKS

WHAT  DlVlDES  Miss  Wigram and myself are different standards of  what
constitutes  acceptable  use of evidence. Given  several  alternative interpretations,
Miss Wigram  always  plumps for  that  most  favourable to Richard, whereas  I
adopt the explanation  most  consistent  with  the sources. My approach  is less
daring, and certainly less  exciting, but rather more reliable. Should  concrete
evidence to the  contrary materialise, my interpretation would have to be altered,
but it has not happened  yet.

Miss  Wigram still  believes  that  it was ‘a delicate and honourable
consideration for her  feelings’ that  prompted Richard to remove Anne  Neville
from  Clarence’s clutches to sanctuary in  1472.  He  wanted  her person as well as
her  property:  the  1474 partition  enabled him to retain her  inheritance  only So
long as he remained unmarried, which  was not in his  long-term  interest.  True.
But in  1472 Richard  had been offered  Anne’s  hand in marriage  without  her
inheritance,‘ and had insisted on  having the lands as well. He was not  inte'rested
in having her  without  her inheritance, yet the  1474  partition  reveals  that  he
contemplated  having the lands without  having her.  This  clause, which  benefited
only him and was presumably drafted at his request, disinherited  Anne but  left
Richard in  possession until  he chose to  marry again. Given  that a  lasting
marriage  to  Anne  was the  price  of permanent possession, he enjoyed the  best  of
both  worlds, and he could  hang on to the northern  Neville lands  regardless.  Both
the Pastons and the Croyland  continuator  saw the dispute as one about property
and  there  is ample evidence to  support this  viewpoint.2 Richard may have  been
motivated by delicacy and  honour,  but  that  is pure speculation, without
supporting evidence. It is not  true,  incidentally,  that  many managed without
dispensations  and Richard  could hardly have been  ignorant of  their  importance
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